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2 Code of Conduct 3

Anime Dallas is a safe, inclusive space. We ask all attendees, staff, guests, performers, and 
contractors to abide by the same rules.

Safety is paramount. Real firearms, ammunition, and any weapon or toy capable of firing a real 
projectile, including airsoft and BB guns, are prohibited, except for bows and crossbows rated 
for 30 pounds or less. Per Texas state law, lawful concealed firearms may be transported directly 
to a reserved guest room. Arrows with sharp tips or metallic tips of any kind are prohibited. 
Airsoft guns are permitted only if the firing mechanism has been completely removed, and are 
equipped with a blaze orange tip in compliance with US federal law. Bladed weapons must be 
carried in a sheath or scabbard to which they may be secured to prevent removal, regardless of 
sharpness.

If you ever feel unsafe, please come directly to Con Ops, on the Lobby level (See map for 
location. If you are in immediate danger, call 911. Anime Dallas staff members wear Staff 
lanyards and badges for easy identification; many are also wearing red Staff shirts. Any Staff 
member will be happy to help you to Con Ops, or contact a Safety Staff member to escort you.

All prop weapons, regardless of size, and all large props, must be checked at Registration 
upon entry. Our staff will affix a colored wire tie to all checked props to verify that they have 
been checked; bladed weapons will be secured in their sheaths or scabbards, and prop guns 
will have a tie affixed around the trigger. If a prop is not permitted, it must be stored outside 
of convention space, such as in a hotel room or vehicle. Exposed blades which cannot be 
sheathed, including metallic keyblades, may not be carried at Anime Dallas. Anime Dallas does 
not confiscate or take possession of attendee property, and we cannot hold prohibited items 
for you.

Rough play, fighting, and pointing weapons at others are expressly prohibited. The only time 
a prop weapon may be pointed at another is during a supervised photo shoot or performance 
where all weapons have been checked and verified by Anime Dallas Safety staff immediately 
beforehand. Under no circumstances may bladed weapons with sharpened edges be 
brandished or swung.

Hate speech of any kind is prohibited. This includes but is not limited to the use of slurs 
and the display of hate symbols. Anime Dallas is organized, staffed, and attended by people 
representing numerous ethnicities, cultures, and identities. We respect women, BIPOC, and 
the LGBTQIA+ community.

Harassment and bullying will not be tolerated. Sexual harassment, stalking, and non-
consensual photography will not be tolerated. Crowd shots are generally permitted, but 
please ask consent before photographing individuals. Many cosplayers are happy to have 
their photos taken. Please know that you are always allowed to say no. If someone declines a 
photo please accept their answer gracefully - do not try to argue or change their mind.

Cosplay is not consent. Never touch another person without their clear, enthusiastic consent.

Cosplay of all kinds is welcome; clothing must cover enough of the body so as to satisfy all 
relevant state and local laws pertaining to public decency. In short, anything you could wear 
to a public beach is welcome at Anime Dallas. Footwear is required per Hyatt Regency Dallas 
rules.

Drug use and underage drinking are prohibited at Anime Dallas. Underage drinking will 
result not only in ejection from the convention, but may result in eviction from the hotel, at 
Hyatt Regency management discretion.

Vandalism and theft will not be tolerated. Damage to hotel property drives up hotel costs 
and harms the community. The vast majority of vendors and artists are small businesses, 
some are hobbyists, and what may seem like a small thing to you may do great harm both 
emotionally and financially. Please respect the hard work and artistry of the fine folks who 
are the heart of our Expo Hall.

Anime Dallas Safety staff and Hyatt Regency Dallas Security work closely together to create 
a safe environment. We want everyone to have a safe, incredibly fun weekend, and we 
never wish to remove someone from the convention. However, if someone is ruining that 
safe, incredibly fun weekend for others, we reserve the right to eject any person from the 
convention space, without refund. Hyatt Regency Dallas Security also retains the right to 
eject any person who disrupts the operations of the hotel.
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MAID CAFE

Friday         3:00pm – 5:00pm
Saturday   12:00pm – 5:00pm
Sunday     12:00pm – 3:00pm

ESCAPE ROOM

Friday       8:00pm – 10:30pm
Saturday   8:00pm – 10:00pm

Registration 

Friday        9:00am – 8:00pm*
Saturday    9:00am – 8:00pm*
Sunday      9:00am – 4:00pm
*After-hours registration in Con Ops

VENDOR HALL

Friday        2:00pm – 8:00pm
Saturday  10:00am – 8:00pm 
Sunday     10:00am – 5:00pm
VIP ticket holders may enter Vendor 
Hall and Artist alley 30 minutes early

GAMING ROOM

Friday       4:00pm – 10:00pm
Saturday 12:00pm – 10:00pm
Sunday     11:00pm – 4:00pm

recording booth

Friday      4:00pm – 8:00pm**
Saturday   10:00am – 6:00pm**
Sunday   11:00am – 3:00pm**
** Exact schedule will be posted on-site.

COSPLAY AUTOGRAPHS

Friday      2:00pm – 8:00pm**
Saturday  10:00am – 8:00pm**
Sunday   10:00am – 5:00pm**
** Schedules posted at each table per 
guest discretion.

ACTOR AUTOGRAPHS

Friday      2:00pm – 8:00pm**
Saturday  10:00am – 8:00pm**
Sunday   10:00am – 4:00pm**
** Schedules posted at each table per 
guest discretion.
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1. Private parts must be covered at all times. Appropriate pool or beach attire is the expected 
minimum coverage; no thongs or micro bikinis.

2. Contestants who enter the Craftsmanship categories may not enter with a cosplay which 
has already won a Best in Show award, or any other award within the preceding 12 weeks.

3. Cosplay signups are at con only, in Con Ops (Convention Operations). Anime Dallas 
reserves the right to limit the number of signups or total entries at its sole discretion.

4. Contestants competing in the Performance category must bring a flash drive, labeled 
with their name and skit, to Con Ops on signup. The flash drive must contain only the 
performance audio. Files will be copied, and the flash drive returned immediately.

5. Contestants must be 13 years of age or older, or compete with the consent and presence 
of a parent or guardian 18 years of age or older. A parent or guardian must be present for all 
stages of the competition, including run-through and pre-judging.

6. Contestants must be the creator or co-creator of any costume entered in the 
Craftsmanship categories, as defined by the divisions listed within this document. Store-
bought or otherwise purchased costumes are only eligible for the Performance category. 
Contestants whose costumes were created in part by others must credit their co-creator(s). 
Co-creators may walk the stage, or not, at contestant discretion. Prizes will be awarded to co-
creators as a group, if applicable.

7. Anime Dallas staff and their immediate families, cosplay guests and judges, as well as 
immediate family members and close friends of cosplay contest judges, are ineligible to 
receive any award or prize. Ineligible parties other than contest judges may be permitted to 
participate and walk the stage at judge discretion.

8. A contestant may only receive one award. If the scoring as determined by the judges 
would result in a contestant winning in two divisions, that contestant will be awarded the 
greater prize, and the contestant who otherwise would have been runner-up in the other 
division will receive that prize.

9. Anime Dallas reserves the right to adjust rules and procedures at any time. Most often, 
decisions are made to speed the pace of the contest to ensure the main stage is clear in time 
for subsequent events.

10. All scoring and judgments are final, at the sole discretion of the Anime Houston cosplay 
contest judges.

Novice - First timers and those who have created or modified 30-65% of their cosplay and props.

Intermediate - More experienced cosplayers who have made or modified 65-85% of their 
cosplays and props.

Masters - All costumes entered in this contest must be 85% or more made or modified by the 
contestant or their co-creators. Judges will ask many questions about your crafting process.

Performance Division
Two 3-Day Passes for Anime Dallas 2023

$50 cash

Intermediate Division
One VIP Badge for Anime Dallas 2023

$100 cash

Novice Division
Two 3-Day Passes for Anime Dallas 2023

$50 cash

Masters Division
One VIP Badge for Anime Dallas 2023

$150 cash

Best In Show
Two VIP Badges for Anime Dallas 2023

$250 cash

MA I N EVEnts

COSPLAY CONTEST

COSPLAY RULES

Craftsmanship Divisions

PRIZES

The top ten rules are important, but all subsequent rules and policies are of 
equal importance to the smooth operation of the cosplay competition. Please 
read thoroughly and ensure you understand all rules and expectations before 
entering the contest.
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• Sound accompanying your performance is not required, but is highly recommended. 
One microphone is provided; additional microphones are not available.

• No audio editing equipment or services are available. All audio must be prepared 
ahead of time.

• All audio submissions must be in MP3 format, on a USB flash drive provided by the 
contestant. The flash drive must be labeled with the contestant’s name, and must be 
free of all other files. All audio must be provided on signup. Performance files are 
copied and the flash drive immediately returned.

• Audio files may be no longer than two minutes and thirty seconds. Any entry over 2:30 
will be cut off at that mark.

• Safety first! Running, wheeled conveyances, roller skates or wheeled shoes, horseplay, 
acrobatics, or any activity reasonably likely to result in injury are not permitted on stage.

• Contestant presentations must be at least 30 seconds long in order to be considered for an 
award. Shorter presentations afford insufficient opportunity for judges to score a costume 
and presentation. Presentations and skits may not exceed two minutes, thirty seconds. 
Longer performances will be cut short in order to maintain the speed and flow of the contest. 
Contestants who are so interrupted will not be disqualified, unless they refuse to leave the 
stage.

• This is an all-ages event. Foul language, nudity, and crude references are prohibited. 
Performances must be PG-13.

• Store bought, purchased, or rented costumes are not eligible for craftsmanship prizes. 
Misrepresenting such costumes as handmade will result in disqualification from all awards.

• Run-through and pre-judging are essential to the timely execution of the cosplay contest. 
Contestants who miss run-through or their judging block will be disqualified. Disqualified 
contestants will not be allowed to walk the stage.

• If you derive 75% or more of your income from sewing or crafting, you are ineligible for an award.

• Run-through and pre-judging take significant time. Run-through may take 2-3 hours. If you enter 
the cosplay contest, please be prepared for it to consume a significant amount of your Saturday 
convention time.

• Electric power is not available on stage. Any powered props or equipment must contain their own 
power source

• Surprise the audience, not our staff. If you are planning something completely different, let us 
know well in advance. All information will be held in the strictest confidence. Make sure to let us 
know well before the competition starts if there are any last minute changes to your performance!

• One costume per person may be entered in the costume contest. No exceptions.

• Anime Dallas cosplay judges retain the right to change the craftsmanship division you compete 
within at their discretion based on their assessment.

• Anime Dallas has been diligent in its effort to create a complete set of rules to govern the Cosplay 
Competition and ensure it is a safe, fair, and fun experience. However, it is impossible to plan for 
every possible circumstance, and the Anime Dallas Cosplay Department reserves the right to alter, 
set aside, or add new rules at its sole discretion, at any time.

For safety reasons, the following are not allowed:

-Live animals
-Substances or items which might stain, soil, or otherwise create a mess, including confetti
-Aerosol sprays
-Projectiles or pyrotechnics of any kind, including flash paper, sparklers, explosives, fireworks, or 
smoke bombs
-Costumes which could harm the contestant or others, including but not limited to props or 
costume elements with sharp spikes or blades
-Illegal weapons or real projectile weapons of any kind. Prop weapons carried as part of a 
performance must be approved by Anime Dallas Cosplay judges. Contestants assume all legal 
and financial liability and responsibility for any damage caused by props to yourself, others, or 
property

MA I N EVEnts

COSPLAY CONTEST

AUDIO GUIDELINES

ADDITIONAL RULES
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Opening Ceremonies

Anime Feud

Anime Game Show

Anime Gone Metal: Metal Rock Concert

Anime Mixology (21+)

Anime Theme Jeopardy 

Asexuality in the Anime Fandom

Adult Karaoke (18+)

Adventures in Podcasting with Assuming Positions:

All Ages Karaoke

Ani-Idol: Idol Festival

A Formal Debate on the Merits of Dubbed over Subbed Anime

A Deep Appreciation for Monsters (18+)

Join us as we officially kick off Anime Dallas 2022! Featuring some of your favorite Guests 
and a performance by THE Galaxy Girl PAiDA!

You’ve heard of Family Feud, but have you heard of Anime Feud? Join us for a fun game of 
anime questions. Come in a group of four or at least two, to be picked to take on another 
group. Let’s find out if your team is the best weebs in town. 

Does your team of two have what it takes? You’ll answer trivia, do a scavenger hunt, compete 
in a physical challenge, & solve puzzles to be crowned the winners of the Anime Game Show.

The worlds of anime and metal shall come together into one big, spectacular, guitar-driven 
concert. A purely instrumental, heavy, and shredtastic performance of themes and openings 
from your favorite shows and animated series. In other words, every tune performed will be a 
guitar remixed rendition from popular favorites like Demon Slayer, Attack On Titan, My Hero 
Academia... to the classics Yu-Gi-Oh! and Pokemon. So get ready and get set to be part of 
the spectacle known as, “Anime Gone Metal’!

MerryMeri invites you to join her for a crash-course in the fine art of bartending... with an 
otaku flare, of course! Learn the basics of cocktail creation and share your best “that time 
I got drunk” story! The more embarrassing, the better! (Note: No actual alcohol will be 
handled or distributed during this panel.) 

Think you know your anime themes? Put your skills to the test and compete to show your 
best!

Many anime fans identify themselves as asexual, and many asexual characters appear in 
anime. Join a discussion about asexuality in the anime fandom, led by an openly asexual 
anime fan with autism who has enjoyed anime since childhood.

Join the Geeks 5 Ever crew for a night of karaoke and fun.  Must be 18 or older

A “making a podcast” Q&A panel where Kevin and Mykie discuss the basics of creating and 
distributing a podcast and their journey to 225+ episodes of the Assuming Positions Podcast.

Join us for a night of singing and fun.  All ages can join us for a night of karaoke.  Sing 
anything you want from Linkin Park to Baby Shark or Pokemon the theme song 

Grab your penlights! ANI-Idol! Dallas is here, and is ready to bring fantastic performances 
from idols all over Texas! These idol performances will feature J-Pop, K-Pop, and more. Don’t 
miss this first time event! 

Hosted by the Argument Association: The Debate will be structured like a traditional DUDA 
debate and will include: Uninterrupted speeches where the debaters will lay out their 
arguments, cross examinations with audience participation, organized rebuttals to conclude 
arguments, and a post-debate Q&A with the debaters and the Judge.

18+ Are you a cat girl aficionado? Were you disappointed when The Beast transformed back 
into a human? Maybe your love of Mothman is a little more...personal...than other people. 
Whether tentacles or teeth, we have a deep fascination with monsters as characters. Why? 
And what does it look like when that fascination gets a little...too...deep.

John Swasey | PAiDA

Bacon Valadez

Rene Valadez

David Saborio

Meri Williams

Annie Clark

James Matthew Williams

Geeks5Ever

Assuming Positions

Geeks5Ever

Idol   Nani

Jesse Fajardo

Ashe Thurman
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BANANA FISH! Fandom & Trivia

Being a POC Cosplayer

Burlesque and Body Positivity (13+)

Bad Fanfiction Theatre (13+) 

Assuming Positions: Nerd Talk Radio

If you enjoy crime dramas and romance anime, then you should check out BANANA FISH! 
in this discussion about the anime’s lore and test your knowledge of the series with trivia 
throughout the panel - complete with prizes! Join us for this in-depth conversation about the 
character, the story, and more about the genre-crossing title.

Join MerryMeri in a conversation about what it’s like to be a person of color who cosplays. 
We’ll discuss the state of the current cosplay community, the pros and cons of cosplay, 
gatekeeping, and how we can all do our part to make the community safe and welcoming for 
all people. Cosplayers and cos-curious people of all races are encouraged to attend!

Burlesque performers share their journeys with burlesque and the nerdy cousin of burlesque 
and how it helped us over time with mental illness, self-esteem and body-image issues, 
gender dysphoria, and other problems often seen in the cosplay community. The floor will 
also be open to the audience to ask any questions they may have.

Draw the curtain and prepare your makeup, because Bad Fanfiction Theatre is coming 
to Anime Dallas! Evie and Zach bring the weirdest fanfics, to be performed by you, the 
audience! You don’t want to miss it!

Nerd Talk Radio is like a sports talk radio show, but all the hot takes are about nerd culture. 
Marvel vs DC, Star Trek vs Star Wars, subbed vs dubbed! We take “calls” from the audience 
and crack wise about all things fandom.

Salem

Meri Williams

Texan Heat Nerdlesque

Zach McClure

Assuming Positions
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Caleb Hyles Concert

City Pop and Beyond: Late Showa Era Pop

Cosplay Competition

Cosplay Competition Pre-Judging

Cosplay Guest: Q&A

Cosplay Over 30

Come out to enjoy a music-filled night with Caleb Hyles! This YouTube musician is pumped 
to celebrate Anime Dallas by singing your favorites from Disney, anime, broadway, and more! 
Come say hi after the show, grab a CD, an autograph and a high-five!

A presentation discussing Japanese music from the late Showa Era (60s-80s). Topics include 
the beginning and Golden Era of Japanese Idols, City Pop, and the impact the music has 
today in western communities and cultures. A selection of songs from the era will be playing 
in the background during the presentation.

Dazzling lights and Beautiful costumery await you at our cosplay competition!

Closed Panel. This panel is only for those who are competing in the cosplay competition. Stop 
by Con-Ops to sign up to take on the big stage!

Fabric, pins, and patterns OH MY! Join our cosplay guests as they discuss cosplay, branding, 
and how they got to where they are. Learn from the Masters all the tips and tricks to go from 
novice to expert in no time, as well as how to navigate networking and social media in the 
world of professional cosplaying. Remember cosplay is for everyone!  

This panel aims to encourage more people to try cosplaying because cosplay is for everyone, 
regardless of age. 

Caleb Hyles

Bree Castleman

Mystix Panda Cosplay

Cosplay Guests

Mystix Panda | Alecta Arcana | Nicoolinn | BFGCosplay | Illuminatikitten | Erica Muse 
Giggle Maker

Sidney Scott

Cosplay Survival: Southern Edition

Whether you are new to cosplay or a Veteran, cosplaying at a convention can wear you 
down, especially when the weather isn’t co-operating with your choice of costume. 
Cosplaying in Texas or other southern states can be especially rough. Come join Texas based 
cosplayer and learn the ways they have coped with the ups and downs of cosplaying in a 
state where the moody weather and heat is your greatest enemy.

Jennifer Rackley

Dance Along with Kiddfoxx

A dance class with me teaching some of my own original choreography to anime music!
Kiddfoxx
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Friday Night Dance 

Dragonball vs My Hero Academia

Genshin Games

Designing Cosplay: An Introduction

Bumping Music, Intense Dancing, and a Million memories to make, all at our Friday night Dance!

Two of the most iconic fandoms in the world go head to head in this open mic trash talking, 
slugfest of a panel.  This is NOT a death battle debate.   This is a debate on which fandom or 
anime is better.

Come test your knowledge of Genshin Impact and show us if you are the trivia master, and 
how well do you know the game?

This panel’s main focus is to help those who are unsure on where to start with a cosplay and 
what that first step might look like. Figure out how to translate a character into a design of 
your own -whether it be a monster or the simplest of human designs. 

Greg Ayres

Geeks5Ever

Salem

Margaret Donald

17

Genshin Impact Q&A and Games!

H1P3 Kpop Dance Workshop

How to Capture Your Cosplay Photos

I want to be a Gaming Journalist w/ Michael Mosley

IDOL   NANI 4TH LIVE Let’s Explore The GALAXY!

In the Booth: Welcome to the Voice Over Industry

Introduction to Japanese Culture/Life/Language in 2022

Come Join your favorite Genshin Impact characters in this attendee-run in-character Panel. 
There’ll be Q&A, Games, and Trivia galore!

Want to learn a dance but never feel like you have the time? At our panel we will be teaching 
you a chorus to popular kpop songs for you to show off your dance moves and new skills!

This panel will focus on taking photos of ones cosplay using photography principles and color 
theory to capture the most out of their experience. I’ll also go into the basics of photo editing 
to teach patrons to enhance their photos to make them ready for any needs. 

Video-game journalist Michael Mosley talks about how he got into the field, how others can 
get started, and the ups and downs to expect along the way for eager newcomers to the 
gaming industry.

Come join and cheer on Idol    Nani’s 4th live performance! She will be debuting a new setlist, 
cosplay and character! You can’t miss it!

Ever wanted to Voice Act but didn’t know where to start? From Auditioning, to the Booth, Join 
Industry Professionals as they give insight on how to join the Voice Over Industry, What to do 
once you’re in it, and hear them talk about their own Voice Over experiences!

Join Youtube Star Ryu Japan in an Introduction to Japanese Culture/Language in 2022 by RYU. 
We will discuss Japanese culture, life in Japan, and how to learn Japanese Language in 2022.

Megan Daugherty

H1P3 Dance Group

Arturo Israel Galindo

Michael Mosley

Dani Chambers | Jennifer AuBuchon | Morgan Lauré | Kiba Walker

Ryu Japan

Is Genshin Impact Really a Good Game?

Hosted by the Argument Association: The Debate will be structured like a traditional DUDA 
debate and will include: Uninterrupted speeches where the debaters will lay out their 
arguments, cross examinations with audience participation, organized rebuttals to conclude 
arguments, and a post-debate Q&A with the debaters and the Judge.

Jesse Fajardo

It Gets Better: A Greg Ayres Panel

The “It Gets Better” project was created in response to a string of teen suicides by kids 
who were bullied because they were perceived to be gay. Sadly bullying is something that 
happens to one in four teens. In the past few years we’ve even seen an increase in bullying 
within our fandom. Join us as we share our stories, and talk about ways we can all help and 
support each other and find the light at the end of the tunnel. It really does get better.

Greg Ayres

IT’S HOW MUCH?! The Expensive Video Games Panel

A follow up to the successful panel on last year’s event on games worth a lot more whether 
it’s either good or bad with more prizes and more fun. 

Joash J Trujillo
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It’s Over 9000! DBZ Voice Actor Panel

KA-ME-HA-ME-HAAAAA! Join the voice actors of your favorite Dragonball series as they 
discuss their adventures with the series. From getting cast to recording, to premiers and 
meeting the fans, this beloved series has become an international phenomenon! At the end 
there may even be a short Q&A session!

Josh Martin | Chris Rager | Dameon Clark | Elise Baughman | Jeremy R. Inman | Chris Patton

19

J-POP Concert by RYU (RYU JAPAN)

JOJO Name That Tune

K-pop Random Dance Play

K-pop Trivia

Karaoke Ft. Voice Acting Guests!

Knitting Workshop! Learn to knit for fun or cosplay! 

KPOP: Random Dance Play with V1rtuald0lly

RYU (RYU JAPAN) is a Japanese Singer/YouTuber from Tokyo, Japan. He has performed 
and released his music globally in the US, Canada, Asia, Europe, and Japan since his debut. 
His YouTube channel “RYU JAPAN” has over 16 Million Views and 120K Subscribers and is 
gaining popularity world wide. His purpose is to spread his sound and message to the world.

Try and guess the character or stand referenced in these classic songs. Win point sticker for 
prizes! Come in JoJo cosplay for a free point.

Come test your knowledge and show off your moves in our K-pop Random Dance Play panel. 
You can win a bunch of prizes and some candy by the end for knowing the most dances!

We will play a K-pop-themed family feud game, and at the end we will hold a mini random dance!

It’s time to sing your heart out! Join our voice acting guests in the karaoke room for some 
musical shenanigans!

Come learn the basics of knitting, practice as you’re taught in real time, and see how making 
your own custom garments of yarn can be used to add a unique touch to your cosplays!

Come join us in a fun game of Kpop random dance play! The rules are simple: if you know 
the dance to the kpop song playing, join in the middle and show us your awesome moves! 

Ryu Japan

Mary D | Bryce D.

H1P3 Dance Group

Atalyia

Jay Hickman | Geeks5Ever

Toby Hebert

V1rtuald0lly

Kpop/Anime: Never Have I Ever (18+)

Come share your dark secrets in our 18+ panel in an interactive way. Share your funny stories 
and find others that are into what you are into.

H1P3 Dance Group

Lake Texarkana Gamera (18+)

This is a 90 min live action Japanese version of the movie Gamera II. It is recorded as a bunch 
of Texas rednecks. It was originally done as an extra on the original ADV release and is a 
rare find these days. This hilarious version of the classic monster movie was conceived by 
ADV director Kyle Jones. Filled with all kinds of silliness, this film will entertain all who watch. 
There is also a Q & A that follows

John Swasey | Kyle Jones

Learn Japanese for Novice-Intermediate 

Leslie Luna: Circus Performer and Cosplayer 

突然ですが、一緒に勉強してくれない? Jump into a Japanese language lesson with 
J-pop idol PAiDA! We will be reviewing a textbook topic and applying new grammar and 
vocabulary using REAL WORLD Japanese! No prior knowledge needed, but you’ll get the 
most out of this lesson if you already know hiragana! 頑張ろう！

Join Professional Circus Performer Leslie Luna as she excites the crowd with her intricate 
Hoop Style performance. Mixing Dance and Cosplay to provide a one of a kind Circus style 
act that’s fun for all ages!

Galaxy Girl PAiDA

Leslie Luna

Life of a Bender: An ATLA Voice Actor Panel

Ever wondered what it would take to make it in the world of Avatar? Now’s your perfect 
chance to find out. Featuring the amazing voice actresses of Ty Lee, Young Toph, and Suki. 
Come ask any questions your bending heart desires!

Micheala Jill Murphy aka Jessie Flower | Jennie Kwan | Olivia Hack
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Lit Crit’s: The History of Fanfiction (13+)

Love Bomb Idols: START!

Love Live Random Dance Play

Make a Top 10 List aka AnimeMojo

Mr.Creepypasta’s Storytime (13+)

Norsefyre: Avatar Air Temple Demonstration

Norsefyre: Avatar Master of Elements

Otaku Attack: The Original Cosplay/ Anime Roast (18+)

Mystic Messenger Games!

Nijigasaki High: A Love Live Panel

Making Your Own Panel 101

MoonyKouhai: First Live!!

Morning Ramen’s: Abridger’s Paradise

This panel focuses on the history of fanfiction and it’s impact on pop culture by a literature 
major and their friend that has too much time on their hands. In this panel, we will discuss the 
beginnings of what we know as fanfiction and go into the iconic pieces as we know them. 

Love Bomb Explosion! Hello we are Love Bomb Idols! We are a brand new idolsona duo 
from the DFW area. We will be talking about idols, our goals and introduce ourselves to the 
community! Cya there!

Randomly playing Love Live songs so people can get up and show if they know the dance or not.

Do you know who the best Villain is, the worst protag, or what anime has the best ending? 
Then let us get together and make the definitive list. No more back and forth with your friends. 
We will have the answers at the end of this panel. 

Gather ‘round the campfire boils and ghouls and MrCreepyPasta will tell you stories that will 
give you nightmares for years to come. Taken from stories around the internet and some of 
your favorites from YouTube, listen as the one and only blue man retells them in the iconic voice 
you’ve come to know and love.

A demonstration of aerial acrobatics from the Northern Air Nomad Tribe

A demonstration of the mastery of the 4 elements using a variety of flow arts

In the Otaku Attack, we choose a selection of fictional characters and make jokes at their 
expense.  Most importantly, anyone in Cosplay (Something we define very loosely for the 
purposes of comedy) can stand in for any character and get roasted.  Audience members are all 
afforded a chance to get a turn at the mic and earn a laugh with their best burn in this Over 18 
panel.  Many characters across all of fiction will be in the crossfire.  Of course, we love them, and 
this is how we show our love.  

We will have in character interactions as characters from mystic messenger, we will play mysmes 
kahoots with prizes!

A fun panel about all Love Live related fun! Cosplayers Guest as the characters from Nijigasaki 
High School Idol Club from Love Live to ask questions in character and idol games to play as 
well as questions about love live in general! 

Ever wanted to make your own panel?  Do you have an idea and don’t know how to market it?  
Do you need ideas for a panel?  Join us as we discuss the basics of hosting and marketing your 
own panels or events. 

MoonyKouhai is a new idol who is ready for her big debut! Join Moony as she performs songs 
from IdolM@ster and Love Live, and there might be some games involved.

We’ve been spending most our lives living in an abridgers paradise, and we’d like to invite you 
to join us. MorningRamen is a collaborative anime parody group that has a love and passion 
for abridging. We’ll be talking about our experiences within the community, our favorite 
parodies, and showcasing some of our own!

Leo

Love Bomb Idols

Angel

Bacon Valdez

Mr. Creepypasta

Norsefyre

Norsefyre

Brendan Spano

Nayeli Corral

Sydney Benavides

Geeks5Ever

MoonyKouhai

Morning Ramen
PAiDA Live in Concert -- Let’s Save the World! 

Join PAiDA, the Space City Idol, as she makes moves to save Earth from... us?
Galaxy Girl PAiDA
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Plushies 101!

Polyamory in Anime: The Good, The Bad, The Dumpster Fires (13+)

“The Power of Friendship!” - Origin Story

SUMO 101: Sumo Wrestling School

Swap Meet

Teaching Disability Awareness Through Anime

Sumo, Anime, and Manga!

Sumo Wrestling Demonstration by Dallas Sumo Club

Project Infinite: Vocaloid Concert

Saturday Night Dance

So You Want to Make a Visual Novel

Want to make your own awesome plushies but don’t know where to start? Come to our panel 
where we’ll cover everything you need to know to get started! From patterns to materials, 
stuffing to stitches, we’ll teach you everything you need to know!

We all love our trashy harem anime, but have you ever thought about how the protagonists 
would make it work if anime characters acted a bit more...real? Let’s talk about it! We’ll look at 
how polyamory works in our world and compare to how anime interprets these relationships. 
What better way to meet people at an anime convention than dealing with your feelings?

We’ve all heard how the power of friendship leads to mega power boosts that save the day, 
but do we know about why that is? The origins of the iconic phrase will be discussed,  including 
an open dialogue feedback at the end.

Learn about Japan’s oldest and Texas’ newest sport! Dallas Sumo Club will host a cram school 
classroom on sumo wrestling. No pencils or paper required, just fighting spirit! Open to all 
genders, ages and experience levels.

A Swap Meet is a panel where everyone comes to swap or trade for used or new anime stuff, 
comic, cosplay item, books, food. Lots of fun! No cash needed or allowed.

Many people with disabilities enjoy anime, and situations commonly encountered by people with 
disabilities appear in many anime series. Listen to an anime fan discuss how people can utilize 
anime to teach awareness of varying forms of disabilities.

Dallas Sumo Club & Sumo Punx podcast will explore the various ways sumo has been 
represented in anime and manga and how these representations relate to sumo historically and 
in the modern day.

Witness the excitement of Japan’s National Sport live in DFW! Dallas Sumo Club hosts a 
demonstration of Texas’ fastest growing sport with live matches and a brief overview of the 
sport’s past, present and future! Audience member participation encouraged!

Come cheer for Project Infinite as they perform your favorite Vocaloid dances in an hour long 
concert! 

Bumping Music, Intense Dancing, and a Million memories to make, all at our Saturday night Dance

You’ve played visual novels, everything from Dangan Ronpa to Dream Daddy, and now you 
think you’ve got what it takes to make one of your own. As a voice actor, narrative designer, 
and solo indie visual novel developer, I’ve worn every hat making a visual novel requires...and 
then some. Join me as I take you step by step through the process, share tools and resources, 
and talk about just how weird visual novels can be. 

Lauren Solomon

Nabil Panjwani

Jewel LeBlanc

Dallas Sumo Club

Heather Quaid

James Matthew Williams

Dallas Sumo Club

Dallas Sumo Club

Project Infinite

Greg Ayres | DJs

Ashe Thurman

Texan Heat Nerdlesque Presents: Husbando Heaven

Have a weak spot for the men and thems of pop culture? Join Texan Heat Nerdlesque’s 
revival of “Husbando Heaven”, featuring performers from all walks of life for a night of 
burlesque from some of our favourite characters from popular media! From One Piece, to a 
real-life cryptid with a penchant for lamps, to Stranger Things, to Genshin Impact we have 
got quite a show for you from all different genres of pop culture! Don’t forget to bring your 
a-game for our half-time trivia show for some amazing prizes!

Texan Heat Nerdlesque
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The Lost Art of Adapted Anime Theme Songs

The Nerdy Side of Burlesque (18+)

When Good Dubs Go Bad (18+)

Would You Rather? A Game of Anime and Absurd Debates

Closing Ceremonies

Would You Rather: After Dark Nerd Edition (18+)

To the Grand Line!: A One Piece VA Panel

Ultimate Random Dance Play

Video Game Voice Over 101 w/ Voice Acting Guests

Websites 101 for Small Businesses

Hey, ‘member the good ‘ol days of anime when they’d make English versions of the 
opening and closing songs, or even wrote completely new songs for localization?  Then we 
got the panel for you!  Come and relive the days of your ever-fading youth as we discuss 
classic adapted anime theme songs from series like Dragonball and Pokemon, highlight 
underappreciated gems and recent adapted songs, and give our opinion on the current state of 
adapted theme songs in anime and their underutilization.

Burlesque is an art form that includes a melting pot of different performance possibilities, but 
burlesque has a geeky, cosplaying cousin called “Nerdlesque”! Consider this your invitation 
into a world of glitter, flirtatious fun, and above all, inclusivity! Adults from all walks of life are 
welcome to come and learn!

From the warped comedic minds of Jay Hickman, Kyle Jones, and the cast of Madlax comes this 
unique, feature-length version of the bonus features from the original DVD release. It centers 
around “SSS”, the handler of the titular assassin, who decides to call every character in the cast 
to either prank them, ask for a ridiculous favor, or provide completely unwanted advice. Come 
see “Conversations with SSS - The Movie”!

Would You Rather be quirkless and loved or powerful but hated? Would You Rather live in the 
world of Demon Slayer or Attack on Titan? Would You Rather join us for a spoiler free panel of 
goofy Would You Rather questions, featuring your favorite anime or miss out on this awesome 
panel?

Closing Ceremonies for Anime Dallas 2022 featuring some special suprises! Make sure to stay 
until the end!

Come join us for an adults only late night nerdy would you rather! Bring a friend and let’s get 
in to some rowdy nerdy discussions! This is a fun energetic audience interactive panel. 

TREASURE AHOY! Journey to the high seas and Join your favorite Voice Acting pirates in this 
Q&A style panel! Don’t be afraid, come see if you have what it takes to join the crew!

Do you know any K-Pop, J-Pop, Vocaloid or Anime Idol media dances? This is your place to test 
your knowledge and have fun!

Hi-ya! Ka-Pow! FULL COMBO! Join some of the voice acting industry’s best and brightest to learn 
what’s what when it comes to the world of video game voice acting! Listen as they share their 
experiences and answer a few questions from the audience. Don’t be shy! All ages welcome!  

We’re diving into website best-practices to level up your small business while calling out 
common mistakes that could be losing you customers. This is for the business owners, artists, 
cosplayers, and anyone looking for professional advice on their website.  

Joseph James Lacey

Texan Heat Nerdlesque

Jay Hickman | Kyle Jones

Jaden Towe

John Swasey

Noura Cosplay

Eric Vale | John Gremillion | Jeremy R. Inman | Morgan Lauré| Aaron Roberts 
Barry Yandell | John Swasey | Jay Hickman

Idol   Nani

Marcus M Mauldin | Chris Rager | Cole Feuchter

Katie Polansky
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Giggle Maker Cosplay

Mystix Panda

Nicoolinn

Giggle Maker Cosplay is a self-taught seamstress and crafter who 
loves to infuse joy and color into her cosplays! She started crafting 
cosplays in 2019 and delights in pushing herself creatively to craft 
bigger and better designs. She is known for original gown designs 
based on popular characters and adding wings to everything!!! 
You can catch her either buried in fabric or performing in cosplay 
as a pole dancer and aerialist for the Krewe of A.S.S.

Mystix is a cosplay veteran of 15+ years. She has done almost everything 
in the convention scene, from attendee to cosplay guest – even behind 
the scenes. She loves crafting days with friends, building props, and 
styling wigs. She is also an artist who loves to draw and paint. She has 
a wide variety of cosplays, from comic characters, cartoons, anime, and 
movies, to original characters. She is the Cosplay Department Head of 
both Anime Houston and Anime Dallas.

Hello my name is Nico I’m 26 years old and mother to a 2-year-
old. I’ve always wanted to be a cosplayer but never had the 
confidence or courage to do it until a year ago, I finally said why 
not, I want my son to grow up knowing he can do whatever he 
wants just like his mom did! Every day I’m looking for ways to 
improve and every day I’m grateful I took that leap because it’s 
opened so many opportunities and brought so many amazing 
people to my life ! I want to keep growing as a cosplayer and 
show people anyone can cosplay no matter what.

26 COSPLAY GUESTS

Alecta Arcana

BFG Cosplay

Erica Muse

Illuminatikittn

Alecta has been cosplaying for over 8 years. She is known for her 
crafting skills as well as her coordinating experience. She guests 
and coordinates cosplay contests for conventions across Texas and 
Oklahoma. She most recently made headlines around the world for 
her genderbent Moro from the Dragon Ball Super manga. She is 
also the co-cosplay coordinator for Anime Dallas.

BFG Cosplay is an Oklahoma/Texas cosplayer who utilizes skills in 
foamsmithing, make-up fx and creature design to produce award 
winning cosplays while building body positivity and growing the 
fandom community.

Erica Muse is best known for her acting and costuming. She 
began making costumes in 2005 and acting on stage in 2007. 
After a realization (thanks to Josh Martin), she turned her passions 
towards voice acting. Her dream is to voice characters in anime, 
video games, and cartoons. She became a full-time talent working 
in commercials, voice-over, print, and film in February of 2020

Katie Blake AKA Illuminatikittn has been a crafter and cosplayer for 
6 years. A lifelong gamer, she specializes in video game costumes. 
She has created numerous cosplays ranging from games, anime, 
comic book characters, and more. Come visit her at her booth and 
say hi.
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Dallas Sumo Club

Norsefyre

RYU JAPAN

Caleb Hyles

PAiDAAnime Gone Metal

Dallas Sumo Club is an internationally recognized non-profit 
organization leading the way in education and growth of Japan’s 
oldest and Texas’ fastest growing sport with bi-weekly training, 
frequent demonstrations at public events, as well as participation 
in competitive local and national tournaments.

Providing multiple mainstage performances, Norsefyre creates 
engaging themed stage events incorporating a multitude of skills 
including aerial silks, juggling, acrobatics, LED spinning, and more. 

Norsefyre is a collaboration between artists, instructors, and 
performers which creates wonderful opportunities for the 
performing arts community. As well as inspiring and entertaining 
audiences all over the USA, Norsefyre has several touring academy 
instructors who travel and teach circus arts to aspiring performers 
and the casually interested alike.

RYU (RYU JAPAN) is a Japanese Singer/YouTuber from Tokyo, 
Japan. He has performed and released his music globally in the 
US, Canada, Asia, Europe, and Japan since his debut. His YouTube 
channel “RYU JAPAN”  has over 16 Million Views and 120K 
Subscribers and is gaining popularity world wide. His purpose is to 
spread his sound and message to the world.

Come out to enjoy a music-filled night with Caleb Hyles! This YouTube 
musician is pumped to celebrate Anime Dallas by singing your favorites 
from Disney, anime, broadway, and more! Don’t think you’ll just sitting 
back in your seat though, Caleb always loves a sing-along with the crowd 
and hopes to get you on your feet by the end of this high energy musical 
act! Come say hi after the show, grab a CD, an autograph and a high-five! 

I’m a professional guitar performer and a graduate from Berklee 
College of Music. I’ve studied under some of the greatest guitar 
players in the nation, collaborated with several big named YouTube 
musicians from across the globe, performed at countless conventions 
throughout my music career, and I love what I do. Even though I 
occasionally gig as a classical, jazz, blues, and fusion guitarist; my 
main influence has been and always will be metal. Metal… and anime.

PAiDA is a Japanese-English pop singing alien, performing anison 
and J-pop music since 2014 in Japan and the US. As time passed, 
her feelings towards humanity grew more and more complicated, 
so she began expressing these thoughts with the debut of her 
original EP “.first contact.” and 1st single “Future    Town”. PAiDA 
aims to have fun, learn more about life on this planet and help us 
into a better future.
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Mr. Creepypasta Leslie Luna

Assuming Positions

Ani-Idol Dallas

CreepyPasta is the new Urban Legend. Horror stories and experiences 
from around the internet are crawling out of the woodwork and 
coming to your ears from one specific voice. MrCreepyPasta, horror 
storyteller of YouTube, is a well-known voice for such famous horror 
characters such as Jeff the Killer, Smile Dog, and Eyeless Jack. Over 
time, the CreepyPasta narrators have grown to become a staple in the 
YouTube community and in the horror genre.

Leslie Luna is a professional circus performer on a mission to 
merge her two biggest passions, circus and cosplay. Join Leslie 
Luna at Anime Dallas 2022 as she performs a hoop-and-dance 
style performance! All ages welcome!

As card carrying nerds, Kevin and Mykie often kill the idle hours 
with frequent Nerd Debates: delving into various pop culture argu-
ments and going down dorky rabbit-holes, debating and dissect-
ing the things we love to see how they work and what makes them 
cool. We share a love of a good story, an affinity for the odd or 
unusual, and get a kick out of digging into the nitty gritty of what 
makes certain pieces of nerd culture so fascinating. Listen in, grab 
a slice of pizza and chat along with us.

Time to shine! ~ Come celebrate idols at Anime Dallas’s 1st idol 
festival, ANI-IDOL FESTIVAL! Ani-Idol Dallas will be showcasing 
wonderful performances from idols all over the DFW area! Bring 
your best energy, lightsticks/penlights and chants to this great first 
time event! ~ Let’s see all idols and the audience sparkle! We really 
hope to see you there!

Texan Heat Nerdlesque
Established February 12th, 2016, Texan Heat Nerdlesque is one of the 
first nerdlesque-centric troupes based in Texas! Proudly queer-owned, 
we aim to share performances from individuals just as diverse as the 
fandoms where each of us reside! For Anime Dallas 2022, we wanted 
to feature our favourite husbandos and spouses from popular media, 
performed by a full cast of hims and thems in our revival of “Husbando 
Heaven ”! We have performances from our troupe members, local 
guests, and out-of-town guests! We also have a half-time trivia game 
with plenty of fun and wonderful prizes! We hope you enjoy the show!
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VOICE ACTORS

AARON ROBERTS

CHRIS PATTON

Cole FEUCHTER DAMEON CLARKE

BARRY YANDELL DANI CHAMBERS

ERIC VALE

Jennie KWAN JENNIFER AUBUCHON

Greg AYRES

ELISE BAUGHMAN

CHRIS RAGER
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MORGAN LAURE

JAY HICKMAN
(board member)

JEREMY R. INMAN

KYLE JONES MARCUS M MAULDIN 

JOSH MARTIN

JOHN GREMILLION MICHAELA JILL MURPHY
AKA JESSi E FLOWER

OLIVIA HACK

JOHN SWASEY
(CON CHAIR)

KIBA WALKER

VOICE ACTORS
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